
An Invitation to Il N’gwesi 
28th August – 6th September 2020 

 
It was back in August 2002, when Kip Ole Polos and James Kinyaga first welcomed the 
Winser and Van Gruisen families to their new ecolodge in the recently formed Il N’gwesi 
conservancy in north Kenya. This was the first community-owned lodge in East Africa, 
and we had an experience we will never forget.  
 
So, I am delighted to let you know that my good friend Nick Van Gruisen has invited me 
and James Kinyaga (one of the founders of Il N’gwesi and the expert on the flora and 
fauna of the area) to host a special week at Il N’gwesi for The Ultimate Travel Company. 
We both leapt at the opportunity to share this very special part of Kenya with you.  

As many of you know, our family and friends have been back many times to this semi-arid 
habitat of north Kenya, made special, by the warmth of the traditional Maasai hospitality, 
the opportunity to get close to the savannah wildlife of Samburu, the comfort of the 
thatched lodges with their stunning views - and the opportunity to watch elephant and 
other wildlife come to the water hole from the lodge bar or by the pool! 

The seven days will go all too quickly. We will make game-drive plans each evening 
depending on how energetic you wish to be – or not as the case may be. For the intrepid, 
we can get up before dawn and head to the river, sitting quietly under the stars, to watch 
the sun rise and listen to the Il Ngwesi dawn chorus, followed by a bush breakfast. For 
the fit, walking with the rangers and guides before the sun gets too high, is a feature of 
the holiday. 

During my last visit in December, with help from colleagues, we put out three camera-
traps to record nocturnal activities. The results were stunning. We photographed the rare 
striped hyena, the white-tailed mongoose and a family of leopards. We also saw scratch 
marks of the illusive Aardvark.  
 
Over the last 20 years, the conservancy has become a biodiversity haven for birds and 
other wildlife, thanks to the conservation efforts of the Il Ngwesi community. This includes 
elephant, reticulated giraffe, Grevy’s zebra, warthogs, the long-necked gerenuk and the 
ever-present dik-dik. If we are lucky, we may see painted dogs, lion and the resident white 
rhino. 
  
Our friends at Il N’gwesi have also been extremely generous with their rates so the week 
promises not only to be the experience, but also the bargain of a lifetime! 
 

So please do join me and James. If you or any of your friends would like to come, please 
do let Nick enquiry@theultimatetravelcompany.co.uk know as soon as possible.  
 
Nigel Winser 
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